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Hope Is A Game
Young and Divine

Hope is a game.. 3 chords, simple, correct.

           VERSE
  B5       F#5       C#5
I hope you find your way
through it all
        B5      F#5       C#5
Oh it s time to find your strength
should you fall
       B5                 F#5
It s a chance, you should take
        B5           F#5
So come on, for your sake
      B5          F#5       C#5
But i know you ll find your way

           CHORUS
     B5                      F#5
 Cus hope is a game that you play
     C#5
when you know, there s a ways to go
   B5                    F#5
So I hope I won t feel a thing
    C#5                            
And in time
                    B5
the music will over take me
C#5
Oh, oh.

           VERESE
  B5       F#5       C#5
I hope you like your place
On the shore
       B5         F#5     C#5
It s a short walk from my place
Down the road
       B5            F#5
If you want, you can stay
       B5           F#5
For as long, as you please
      B5          F#5       C#5
For i know you ll find your way



           CHORUS

     B5                      F#5
 Cus hope is a game that you play
     C#5
when you know, there s a ways to go
   B5                    F#5
So I hope I won t feel a thing
    C#5                            
And in time
the music will over take me
B5                      F#5
Hope is a game that you play
     C#5
when you know, there s a ways to go
   B5                    F#5
So I hope I won t feel a thing
    C#5                            
And in time
                    B5
the music will over take me

B5, F#5, C#5
Oh, oh, the music will over take me.
B5, F#5, C#5
Oh, oh, the music will over take me.
B5, F#5, C#5
Oh, oh, the music will over take me.
B5, F#5, C#5
Oh, oh.

           VERESE
  B5       F#5       C#5
I hope you find your way
through it all
        B5      F#5       C#5
Oh it s time to find your strength
should you fall
       B5                 F#5
It s a chance, you should take
        B5           F#5
So come on, for your sake
      B5          F#5       C#5
But i know you ll find your way

           CHORUS
     B5                      F#5
 Cus hope is a game that you play
     C#5
when you know, there s a ways to go
   B5                    F#5



So I hope I won t feel a thing
    C#5                            
And in time
the music will over take me
B5                      F#5
Hope is a game that you play
     C#5
when you know, there s a ways to go
   B5                    F#5
So I hope I won t feel a thing
    C#5                            
And in time
                    B5
the music will over take me
B5                      F#5
Hope is a game that you play
    C#5
Oh, oh, the music will over take me.
B5                      F#5
Hope is a game that you play
    C#5
Oh, oh.


